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Design Flexibility
While Amina is known for plaster-over
loudspeakers, our fully-covered loudspeakers can
often be integrated into a number of finishes
other than just plaster.
The flexibility offered by the range of finishing
options is unmatched by any other loudspeaker
available. Combined with the incredible
high-frequency dispersion offered by Amina
VPT loudspeakers, this can help to provide a
completely invisible and incredibly immersive
sound solution.
Typical covering materials used for Amina
speakers include wood, leather, high pressure
laminate, natural stone veneer, gold gilt, synthetic
stone and of course a range of plaster finishes.

Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Kuala Lumpur - Wooden ceiling panel installation
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Cordis Hotel, Hong Kong - Speakers feature throughout bar, lounge and restaurant areas
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Covering Materials
Amina loudspeakers can be bonded to the rear
surface of most sheet material measuring 1-3mm
in thickness (dependent on material).
Common covering materials include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wet plaster skim
Wood
Leather
Stone

Wet Plaster Skim
Installed in-line with the surface of the
plasterboard and covered with a 2-3mm skim coat
of wet plaster.
Not just limited to conventional multi-finish
plaster, great success has been achieved installing
speakers with traditional or specialist plaster
finishes. These include lime-based plaster,
polished plaster, acoustic plaster and waterproof
structural plasters such as Tadelakt.

loudspeaker; very thin leathers may need to be
installed into wooden-panelling which is 1-2mm
thick before then being wrapped in the leather.

Wood
Wood provides a highly flexible solution for a
design-led installation. Whether traditional ornate
wooden panelling has been used, machined board
such as MDF, or a natural wood veneer applied
to backing board, as long as the wood is less
than 3mm thick, the loudspeaker can be bonded
directly to the rear of the surface. Where boards
are thicker than 3mm, they can be machined
down to the appropriate thickness.
Popular wood applications include building
speakers into furniture, feature-wall panelling or
into media walls and conference tables.

Leather
Typically used to wrap wooden-panelling, both
natural or synthetic leathers can be used to great
effect with Amina loudspeakers. Thick or heavier
leathers can be applied directly to the front of the
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Stone
Either natural or synthetic stone may be used as
the finishing material for Amina fully-covered
loudspeakers. Natural stone veneers can be used,
either pre-applied to a backing board, or directly
adhered to the loudspeaker itself. Synthetic
stone, such as Corian, should be machined down
to a thickness of 1-2mm at the loudspeaker’s
location. This allows the loudspeaker to be bonded
directly to the rear of the material and ensures
optimum performance. Care should be taken when
machining synthetic stone, especially if it contains
a large decorative aggregate.
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Installation Requirements
Most finishing materials will be available in sheet
form. If they provide both structural rigidity and
can be machined to the appropriate thickness1,
then the loudspeaker may be applied directly
to the material itself. Where the material does
not have the structural strength to support the
loudspeaker, additional wooden backing-frames or
panelling may be required to achieve the correct
finish.
For full installation details, consult the appropriate
installation guide.

1
Thickness may only have to be reduced in the location of the
loudspeaker. Machining or routing of material to appropriate thickness
is recommended where suitable.

Bayswater Showroom, London, UK - Slate veneer installation
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Marine
While some larger cruise ships and private
vessels may use traditional dryline or wet plaster
skim techniques, the more common approach
for marine applications is to make use to the
abundance of alternative finishing materials.
With severe space limitations, yachts often require
integrated technology to fit into small cavities.
Given the shallow profile of an Amina flat panel
loudspeaker, it is often possible to install in spaces
with as little as 20mm to the rear of the panel
material.
Whether installed directly into wooden panelling,
built into furniture, or wrapped in leather or
fabric, Amina loudspeaker provide the perfect
solution for marine applications.

Super Yacht - Surround sound system installed in ceiling-panelling and behind bed
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